NOTES ON CHAPTER VII
Since the remarks in this chapter are not the result of personal
observation it has been thought unnecessary to verify or disprove
all the statements. On the whole, Marshall's informants were
fairly reliable, except as regards distances from place to place,
[The numbers of the notes refer to the corresponding sections
in the chapter,]
 1.	" Banagur " represents Banagarh, the fort or stronghold
of Bana, the traditional founder of Balasore.
 2.	(b) Bathing Festival at Hajlpur.   See Chapter V, diary of
6th November, 1671, and note n.

 4.	(6) The English factory at " Nanagur " was started in
1663,   The earliest mention of the place is in a letter from Job
Charnock to Henry Aldworth,  dated ayth February,  1662-3
(see Foster,  English  Factories,   1661-64,  p.  287).   Nanagarh,
possibly Na-nagar, is probably represented by the Nowanagar
of the modern Survey Sheets.
 5.	For an account of Henry Bard,  Viscount Bellamount,
ambassador to Persia and India, who died at Hodal in June 1656,
see Storiado Mogor, i, 60-73.   Marshall's" Hullul " and " Pallull"
represent the " Hoorhull," and " Pullwall" of Rennell, and his
" Hadull Pallull " the two villages combined—a common practice.
See Chapter III, note 4.
The places named by Marshall in " the way betwixt Dilly and
Pattana " are those on the ordinary caravan route of those days,
and between " Agra and Pattana " they are practically identical
with the halting places of Peter Mundy in his journey to and fro
in 1632 (Travels, vol. ii. and map). " Vukely Surrey," within
three stages of Patna, however, does not appear in Mundy's
list, nor is there a place with a name anything like it on the route.
Moreover, Marshall's informant was incorrect here, as Aganour
(Agaiaur) would be the next stage—just about 10 of his kos from
Makrain. " Vukeley " may be meant for the next stage after
Aganur.
6. See Chapter II, diary of 5th March and 22nd April, 1670,
where Marshall gives the distance by land from Balasore
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